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Chairman’s Report
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I am pleased to present to
Shareholders the 1999/2000 Annual Report of the Australian Rail
Track Corporation Ltd. (ARTC).
The strong commercial principles upon which the corporation was
founded have underpinned the results to 30 June 2000. During the
twelve months under review, ARTC recorded significant progress
in both the financial and operational areas of its activities.
I am pleased to report that the corporation achieved a return on
capital invested of 10.2% for the twelve months ended 30 June
2000, and has declared an interim 1999/2000 dividend to
shareholders of $2.0 million. At the end of June, the Board
approved an independent revaluation of the corporation from
the net equity position on establishment of $91.8 million to
$198.0 million.
ARTC has put significant energy into improving the
competitiveness of rail against road. The objective is to encourage
a modal shift from road to rail transport as freight forwarders and
other rail users become more aware of the advantages that rail
offers. Over the last two years, the average access yield of train
operators has improved overall by approximately 6.5%. This has
been achieved by improving the infrastructure to allow train
operators to operate heavier axle loads and longer length trains
with no compromise to safety.
Improved infrastructure has also resulted in improved train transit
times with superfreighters being able to achieve potential transit
time reductions of 2.0 hours Adelaide to Melbourne and 2.5 hours
Adelaide to Kalgoorlie.
ARTC is committed to achieving and exceeding the expectations
of customers through operational initiatives and infrastructure
investments that provide a return above the corporation’s weighted
average cost of capital. Only through a tight and very focussed
investment strategy will ARTC be able to grow the business and
increase the value of the corporation over time.
On its track, ARTC has substantially achieved the Australian
Transport Council goals of increased length of train paths,
greater tonnages carried at higher speeds and a reduction
in speed restrictions.
The progress to date has been assisted by the contribution made by
the Commonwealth through the Australian Railway Infrastructure
Foundation. The Foundation’s charter is to provide funds to help
achieve the Australian Transport Council’s rail improvement targets

by way of investment in rail infrastructure projects. ARTC is one of
the recipients under the Foundation, which will, over time, make
available funds totalling in excess of $250 million to interstate rail
infrastructure owners for approved projects.
To fulfill its charter as the principal provider for interstate rail
access, ARTC has concluded arrangements for a 15 year lease on
the Victorian interstate network. This network, together with
ARTC’s other standard gauge network, will enable the corporation
to manage the major east to west freight network between
Albury/Wodonga and Kalgoorlie. At the time of writing this report,
the corporation is bidding for the long-term lease of the interstate
network from Kalgoorlie to Kwinana - a major freight terminal
near Perth. This opportunity has arisen through the sale of the
Western Australian Government’s Westrail Freight business. Should
ARTC be successful, it would be in a position to provide an
improved ‘one-stop shop’ service for interstate train operators over
a large section of the interstate standard gauge network.
Although the corporation has achieved a great deal in a relatively
short period of time, many challenges lie ahead. Under ARTC’s
Constitution, the corporation is bound to provide to the successful
consortium associated with the construction of the Alice Springs to
Darwin line, the connecting line between Tarcoola and Alice
Springs. This formed part of the Commonwealth’s commitment
towards the construction of this line, and will result in a reduction
in the corporation’s revenue base and reduce overall profitability in
the years ahead. Nevertheless, the corporation’s many initiatives
will ensure that the sound result achieved over the past two years
continues despite the loss of the Tarcoola to Alice Springs line.
Another large rail infrastructure project of national significance is
the proposed Inland Railway Route. ARTC was pleased to be
involved with the Pre-Feasibility Study for the Melbourne to
Brisbane section of the project and will be involved in the
Feasibility Study stage for this section. This project has the
potential to encourage a significant freight modal shift from road to
rail between these major cities.
The Government’s Business Reform process and the introduction of
the New Tax System are being examined very closely by the
corporation. The reform initiatives undertaken by the Government
create a new cost regime for rail and road transport modes and
change the relative cost relationship between the two competing
modes. The impact in the market place of the reforms will be
apparent over the next twelve months as they become reflected in
transport pricing structures.
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Looking to the future, ARTC believes that there will be a
fundamental change in the way business is transacted as ecommerce is further developed. ARTC has responded to the
prospect of a technology driven future, not only from a
commercial viewpoint but also from an operational perspective. To
this end, the corporation is examining how the fundamentals of
the control of trains across the ARTC network can be enhanced
using technology to improve both network capacity and further
enhance network safety.
I look forward to the next year and beyond with optimism for the
development of rail in Australia. The next twelve months will be
critical in consolidating the corporation’s achievements so far and in
providing an efficient and effective one stop shop for access to the
nation’s interstate rail network.
In conclusion, I would like to express my gratitude for the
contribution made by the Board of Directors, management and staff
in the successful achievement of the corporation’s objectives over
the past twelve months. Of course, none of this would have been
possible without the continuing support of ARTC’s customers,
suppliers and shareholders which is acknowledged and greatly
appreciated.

B K Murphy
Chairman
Australian Rail Track Corporation Ltd
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Over the last twelve months, ARTC has substantially achieved the
goals of meeting the Australian Transport Council (ATC)
standards for the interstate standard gauge network in relation to
train lengths, maximum speeds, axle loads and reliability. It has
also substantially fulfilled its key objectives of improved reliability
and transit times, and improved yield for train operators and
track infrastructure.
These are being achieved through a major program of ARTC and
Commonwealth funded infrastructure upgrades, combined with
fundamental engineering and operational reviews that have
challenged historical frameworks of managing rail capacity
and infrastructure.
ARTC has continued to ensure that its investments are justified
against its weighted cost of capital and contribute to a positive
earnings base for the corporation. The management team is
focussed on ensuring value adding is the basis of the corporation’s
operations and investment and that strategies to improve
infrastructure performance are not at the expense of the
infrastructure’s long term performance and value.

1999/2000 Achievements
ARTC has provided train operators with reduced transit times, the
ability to run longer, heavier and faster trains and other
efficiencies such as Driver Only Operation, providing additional
opportunities for operators to reduce their operating costs by
taking advantage of these efficiencies should they seek to
pursue them.
During 1999/2000, the following major improvements to the
ARTC network have been achieved and consolidated.
Transit time savings of up to 2.5 hours Adelaide to
Kalgoorlie and 2.0 hours Melbourne to Adelaide.
The completion of the Crossing Loop Extension
program between Albury - Melbourne - Adelaide Kalgoorlie has meant that all current requirements for
1500 metre and 1800 metre trains are now being met in
both westbound and eastbound directions.
The consolidation of all interstate safeworking
operations in Victoria to one central ARTC Control
Centre has meant that 99% of operations across ARTC’s
4400 kilometre network are now controlled from one
central location, improving safety, efficiency and
eliminating duplication.

The removal of most temporary speed restrictions and
the lifting of track speed have meant that the ATC
standard of less than 2% of the network being under
restriction has been consistently met during 1999/2000.
In Victoria this process has substantially reduced speed
restrictions and significantly increased average speeds.

Managing Director’s
Report

Track upgrading works in Victoria combined with a
fundamental review of engineering parameters as applied
to that part of the network have allowed maximum
permissible axle loads to be raised to 21 tonnes at 115
km/h across the jurisdiction, and provided a transit time
for premium trains between Adelaide and Melbourne of
10.5 hours. During 2000/01, the objective will be to
increase axle loads to 23 tonnes.
As a result of the extensive infrastructure upgrades across the
network and improved operational efficiencies, ARTC has
undertaken a comprehensive review of section running times to
take into account these works. The review has identified the
potential for considerable transit time savings on all corridors and
the revised section run times are to be incorporated into the next
full review of the Master Train Plan, to be implemented at the end
of October 2000. A further fundamental review of section running
times will also be carried out during the 2000/01 financial year.

Key Developments
In December 1999, the Government of Western Australia
announced that it would offer for sale to a private operator its
Westrail Freight operations, including the interstate rail corridor
between Kalgoorlie and Perth. This has implications for the future
of the interstate rail network, the ‘one-stop shop’ concept and the
quality of the interstate rail product. Accordingly, ARTC has
negotiated to be allowed to bid in consortia for the standard gauge
track in Western Australia. It is anticipated that a final decision on
the successful bidder will be made by the end of 2000.
ARTC has provided considerable input and support to the
preparation of a Pre-Feasibility study into the Melbourne to
Brisbane section of a proposed inland route, which if it were to
proceed would have considerable benefit in enhancing the overall
performance of the interstate rail network. The project would
require the upgrading of a number of existing lines in Victoria,
New South Wales and Queensland, and the construction of
several connecting links. As the project moves to a full Feasibility
study, early indications are that this section would make a
substantial contribution to creating a modal shift from road to rail
on the East Coast transport corridor. ARTC will continue to work
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with other key stakeholders in the project to obtain the most costeffective solution.
ARTC has negotiated an extension to the original lease over the
Victorian standard gauge track between Wolseley and Albury,
from the original five years to fifteen years. This will provide
greater certainty for the future of the interstate network and will
ensure that adequate investment is undertaken to maintain and
enhance track quality and market development.
During the year, renewed access agreements were completed with
all ARTC’s major customers.

Future Directions
ARTC has conducted a review of its market strategy with a view to
providing future vision and direction for the corporation over the
next decade.
The interstate non-bulk freight market is growing at 4% per
annum, linked to GDP, which results in an effective doubling of
freight volume every 18 years. The Bureau of Transport Economics
has estimated that this task will grow from 47 billion nett tonne
kilometres in 1995 to 126 billion nett tonne kilometres by 2020.
While the rail task over this period will increase from 15 billion to
26 billion nett tonne kilometres, rail’s overall market share is
predicted to fall from 30% to 20% over the same period.

In order for rail to remain competitive, it must become more
responsive and flexible to the demands of the marketplace.
This will become increasingly important in relation to the
challenges the industry is likely to face in the next few years.
The growth in e-commerce will undoubtedly bring about changes
in supply chain management, possibly removing levels from the
chain, and to some extent predictability in traffic flows will
disappear as business seeks to maximise the benefits offered by
new technology.
There are strong indications that the market will demand faster,
more flexible transport solutions in the future - in the case of rail,
this is likely to be a requirement for shorter, faster, more flexible
market driven services on the short-haul corridors. Such services
will require a more responsive and low-cost system of safeworking.
These developments will be considered as part of ARTC’s overall
review of its future safeworking and information technology
requirement, which is currently underway.

David Marchant
Managing Director
Australian Rail Track Corporation Ltd
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A range of ARTC and Commonwealth funded infrastructure projects combined with
fundamental reviews of engineering, operational and safety parameters, has enabled
ARTC to bring its network in line with Australian Transport Council standards for interstate
mainlines.

n

1800 metre paths Adelaide to Kalgoorlie

n

1800 metre paths west of Broken Hill

n

1500 metre paths Melbourne to Adelaide and Melbourne to Albury

n

21 tonnes axle load – maximum speed 115 km/h *

n

23 tonnes axle load – maximum speed 80 km/h *

n

Less than 2% of track under temporary speed restrictions

1999/2000
Achievements

ARTC infrastructure is now capable of meeting all current requests for 1800 and 1500 metre train paths across the network.
In addition, ARTC objectives for improved transit times were achieved:

n

A 2.5 hour reduction in transit times for superfreighters between Adelaide and Kalgoorlie

n A 2.0 hour reduction in transit times for superfreighters between Melbourne and Adelaide
Greatly reduced transit times, the ability to run heavier, longer and faster trains across
the network and overall improvements in corridor reliability will greatly assist rail operators
to become more competitive and provide the industry with the ability to grow market
share in relation to other transport modes, namely road and sea.
* 80% Completed – standards on remaining track in Victoria to be raised in 2000/01

Market Indicators
Strong growth continued in freight movements on the strategic
east-west corridor. Over the last year, eastbound traffic increased
by 14.7%, from a total of 1.09 million nett tonnes in 1998/99 to
1.25 million nett tonnes in 1999/2000. Westbound traffic
increased by 6.4%.

Growth in gtks was experienced on all main corridors except
Sydney to Melbourne. This highly competitive corridor continues
to suffer from strong competition from road transport, which is
unlikely to be reversed without a significant reduction in transit
times between Australia’s two largest population centres.

Total nett tonne kilometres (ntk) for all freight and passenger
movements across the ARTC network showed strong growth of
5.6%, from 11.67 billion ntk in 1998/99 to 12.35 billion ntk in
1999/2000. Gross tonne kilometres (gtk) across the network
increased by 3.5%, from 25.70 billion gtk in 1998/99 to 26.60
billion gtk in 1999/2000. Across all corridors, growth in ntks was
greater than for gtks, a strong indication that train operators are
taking advantage of yield improvements, such as increased axle
loads and through better equipment utilisation.

The re-routing of a number of through services via Broken Hill
away from the Adelaide to Melbourne corridor led to a significant
tonnage increase on the northern route. An increased number of
Adelaide Melbourne return services together with a general
increase in tonnage largely compensated for the transfer of
this traffic.
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East - West Rail Corridor Tonnages

On the east-west corridor rail’s market share of westbound
interstate land freight remained strong at 75.1%, while there were
indications of modest increase on both the Adelaide to Melbourne
and Crystal Brook to Broken Hill corridors. Market share on the
Melbourne to Albury corridor continued to decline due to the
competition from road transport, uncompetitive transit times,
reliability constraints and pathing issues in and out of Sydney.
As a result of the crossing loop extension program and the
improved and increased pathing opportunities for maximum
length trains, the average length of trains on both the Adelaide to

1996-1997

1998-1999

1997-1998

1999-2000

Melbourne and Port Augusta to Kalgoorlie corridors continued to
increase for the third consecutive year. However, many services
currently operate at less than maximum permitted length and
weight, therefore allowing for further productivity gains for
operators should they seek to take advantage of them.

Market Indicators

Where these improvements have been taken advantage of,
operators have experienced improved yield from their assets and
operations reflected in the continuing downward trend in average
cents per gross tonne kilometres paid by operators.
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Melbourne
Albury
Melbourne
Metropolitan

Improvement Works
An extensive works program on this corridor continued during
1999/2000 to bring it progressively in line with the ATC
standards for interstate mainlines, to meet ARTC objectives for
yield and reliability and to increase its competitiveness against
road transport.
Commonwealth funding of $14 million has been spent on
replacing life expired track fastenings with new state of the art
resilient track fastenings. This project will result in extended track
life, both of the timber sleepers on this corridor and of the existing
47kg/m rail. Replacement of life expired timber sleepers with new
timber, combined with extensive drainage and shoulder ballast
cleaning works will improve track capability.
As part of the joint ARTC/ Commonwealth funded $20.5 million
rail rectification program across the network, work commenced on
this corridor during 1999/2000. The program allows for the
removal of dip and peak welds in the track, re-profiling and
restoration of the rail-head, tamping of affected track sections and
final grinding of the rail surface. The resultant rail smoothness
reduces dynamic loading on the rail structure leading to the
imposition of fewer speed restrictions, reduced track maintenance
requirements and an extension of rail life.
The combination of these works will provide for higher track
speeds and axle loads, increased corridor reliability and direct
benefits for train operators.
Extension of crossing loops to 1500m train length capability was
completed at Chiltern, Glenrowan, Longwood, Violet Town,
Seymour, Wallan and Somerton. The previous infrastructure
configuration on this corridor could only accommodate 900m
trains, with limited pathing available and restricted crossing
opportunities for overlength trains. This project will complement
crossing loop extensions currently being planned in Southern
NSW by Rail Access Corporation with Commonwealth funding.
As part of the ARTC Victorian Safeworking Consolidation
project, train control of the Melbourne to Albury corridor was
transferred to the ARTC Control Centre in July 1999. ARTC
safeworking functions in the Melbourne metropolitan area were
also progressively transferred, with completion of this project in
March 2000.
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Further works during 2000/01 will build on the track
strengthening works carried out during 1999/2000 to enable a 21
tonne axle load at 115 km/h on this corridor and ARTC has
planned further expenditure to achieve a 23 tonne axle load at 80
km/h. The works planned include the replacement of timber
sleepers, bridge repairs, and top up ballast where required. Other
improvements include drainage works, communications
enhancements and the installation of an in-track
weighbridge/wheel impact detector.
ARTC constructed a standard gauge connection to accommodate
the construction of a new grain export facility at Appleton Dock
and the general increase in intermodal traffic through to the
Melbourne Port. The opportunity was taken to lease track from
Freight Australia and through a number of other modifications to
the track infrastructure provide greatly improved multi-gauge
access into the area. Improved rail access to the Melbourne Ports
area is seen as a strategic issue and presents a unique opportunity
to improve the efficiency and growth of rail operations generally.

Project 11
On the Melbourne to Sydney corridor, ARTC has assessed a
number of options to increase corridor utilisation and improve
overall transit time and reliability to position rail to compete with
road transport, thereby halting the historical decline in market
share on the corridor.
During the year, a joint study was undertaken with Rail Access
Corporation (RAC) to assess the options for providing a
Melbourne to Sydney transit time of 11 hours with 95% reliability.
A review of operational practices was carried out to identify where
improvements can be made, along with cost-effective and easy-fix
infrastructure improvements.
Completion of a dedicated freight track to the south of Sydney
combined with selected infrastructure improvements between
Melbourne and Sydney would reduce transit times to 11 hours
from the current 14 to 18 hours, with an estimated increase in
market share from the current low of 12% to 19%. A staged
approach to these works was evaluated as the best option with an
estimated cost of $277 million. During 2000/01, options for
financing the project will be evaluated.

Operators
National Rail provides daily intermodal and SteelLink services
between Melbourne and Sydney over this corridor and
Countrylink operates twice daily high-speed passenger services.
Additional intermodal and general freight services are provided by
New South Wales operators, FreightCorp and Austrac, the latter
with links to the Riverina and the north west of New South Wales.
Freight Australia utilises the corridor for grain movements from
southern New South Wales and opearates a dedicated
superfreighter service between Melbourne and Albury. In June
ATN Access commenced trial running of their dedicated grain
services for AWB Limited linking silos in southern NSW and
Victoria with the new export facility at Appleton Dock.

Melbourne
Albury
Melbourne
Metropolitan

To
SYDNEY
ALBURY
WODONGA

To Oaklands, NSW
(BG)

WANGARATTA

To Shepparton and Tocumwal
(BG)

BENALLA

SEYMOUR

BROADFORD

Note:
Freight Australia Broad Gauge
Track parallels ARTC Mainline
to Albury.

TOTTENHAM

MELBOURNE
APPLETON DOCK

To
ADELAIDE
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Fulfilling Key Objectives
General Improvements

The Master Train Plan continues to be modified to reflect these
improvements and to remove historical inefficiencies. ARTC has
undertaken a comprehensive review of section running times
combining a review of actual train operations with the results of
computer simulations to produce a revised set of section running
times that take into account the extensive infrastructure upgrades
across the network. The review identified the potential for
considerable transit time savings on all corridors and the revised
section run times are to be incorporated into the next full review
of the Master Train Plan, due to be implemented at the end of
October 2000.

During 1999/2000, ARTC continued to undertake a range of
infrastructure projects that contributed to increasing the yield and
reliability of ARTC infrastructure, reducing transit times and
bringing the network in line with ATC standards for
interstate mainlines.
The interstate rail network has been enhanced through more
efficient corridor operations and greater crossing opportunities for
maximum length trains. The ability to run heavier, longer, faster
and more reliable services will assist in ensuring that rail becomes
more competitive and provide the industry with the ability to
grow market share in relation to other transport modes.

Reliability
Almost 11,000 train movements were operated across the ARTC
network during 1999/2000, an increase of 9% on 1998/99. Of
these trains, 94.4% of healthy trains exited the network on time.

Train Transit Times
ARTC objectives for 1999/2000 were to:
Implement a 2.5 hour reduction in transit time for
premium trains between Adelaide and Kalgoorlie.

Significant reliability improvements made in 1998/99 have been
maintained in 1999/2000. The investments by the Commonwealth
Government and ARTC combined with other major periodic
maintenance initiatives have assisted these outcomes.
These include:

Implement a 2.0 hour reduction in transit time for
premium trains between Adelaide and Melbourne.
These objectives were achieved through the completion of a
number of projects and strategic reviews including:

Reductions in speed restrictions on all
mainline corridors.

The System Continuity Project commenced in April
2000 will reduce transit times through Port Augusta and
Stirling North by up to 20 minutes.
Works still in progress in Victoria on the North East
Line will reduce transit times by an average of 15
minutes with further reductions to follow.
The objective has been to reduce transit times on the shorter haul
corridors and to improve average speeds throughout the network.
In the first instance these gains in transit times have been allocated
to those operators with historically the slowest train paths.
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The Self Restoring Switch Replacement project
combined with other improvements and restoration of
derailment damaged sites, have provided potential
transit times savings of up to 150 minutes between
Adelaide and Kalgoorlie.

% Track Restricted

Project 10.5 on the Adelaide to Melbourne corridor to
reduce transit times for passenger trains to 10.5 hours
and for premium trains to 12.0 hours.

Month Ending

Fulfilling Key Objectives
A rail rectification program on the North-East corridor
combined with the installation of resilient fastenings and
sleeper replacement, resulting in improved track strength.
Western Line work programs in Victoria including
ballast shoulder cleaning and other drainage
improvements, the installation of resilient fastenings,
re-sleepering and track grinding.
Repairs to derailment damaged track on the Adelaide to
Kalgoorlie corridor and the resultant removal of
numerous temporary speed restrictions have increased
reliability on this corridor.
A key measure of reliability for ARTC is the proportion of ‘healthy
trains’ that exit the network at their scheduled time. A ‘healthy
train’ is one that has not experienced operator related delays that
exceed agreed tolerance levels. The ARTC goal for maintaining
the on time exit of healthy trains for 1999/2000 was 95%-97%.
For the full year ARTC attained an average of 94.4%, rising to
over 95% for 6 out of the 12 months, an improvement on the
1998/99 results.
In relation to unhealthy trains (those that enter the network late,
or are operator delayed on route), ARTC maintained or improved
the position of these trains in at least 95% of cases against a goal
of 87%. Full recovery of unhealthy trains (exiting on time)
reached an average of 37% compared to a goal of 40%.
The ability to gain greater recovery of unhealthy trains was
inhibited by the significant track improvement program being
carried out across the network and by late entries to the network.
Delays in the latter category were frequently of such magnitude
that ARTC was unable to recover the time lost by these trains after
their entry onto the network.
These performance figures are measured monthly as Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) and analysis is made into why
failures have occurred. This has revealed a number of contributing
factors including, train operating failures, infrastructure failures,
contractor delays and network management issues. ARTC is
continuing to develop more effective means of measuring and
analysing failures to establish root causes and thereby improve
future performance of the track infrastructure. A train control fault
reporting system in place is now being incorporated into ARTC’s
contractors performance measurement systems, allowing the
maintainers to better target their preventative maintenance
programs and respond to faults as they occur.

Yield
A range of initiatives have been implemented by ARTC to
improve track yield obtainable by operators. These included:
The ability to run 1800m trains in both directions,
Adelaide to Kalgoorlie.
The ability to run 1500m trains between Adelaide,
Melbourne and Albury.
The 19 tonne axle load in Victoria was lifted early in the
financial year. Further upgrading was carried out to raise
axle loads limits to ATC standards of 21 tonnes at
115 km/h.
Increased potential for train operators to implement
Driver Only Operations.
By taking advantage of increased train length opportunities and
axle load increments, all operators are able to reduce their
effective costs in cents/ gross tonne kilometres. By aligning
infrastructure with market requirements ARTC is providing
potential benefits to train operators to achieve lower operating
costs through freight train consolidation and improved crossing
opportunities for maximum length trains.
The majority of the ARTC network east of Port Augusta has been
cleared for Driver Only Operation (DOO) providing further
potential opportunities for operators to reduce their costs through
reduced crewing requirements, should they seek to pursue them.
Further consolidation of train control and management function
was achieved with the completion of the $3 million Victorian
Safeworking Consolidation project. Aspects of this
project included:
The progressive integration of all Victorian train control
functions relating to the ARTC network to the Train
Control Centre.
Integration of a number of signal box functions to the
Train Control Centre, enhancing safety and efficiency.
The abolition of Electric Staff working between
Newport and Brooklyn and replacement with a fixed
signal system.
With the completion of the System Continuity project in South
Australia during 2000/01, all aspects of safeworking over the
ARTC network will be controlled and coordinated from a single
Train Control Centre.
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Melbourne
Adelaide

Improvements
Strong gains in reliability and transit times were achieved on this
corridor through a number of engineering and operational reviews
which capitalised on the previous gains in reliability and yield
achieved during 1998/99 through the ARTC and Commonwealth
funded infrastructure upgrading program.
During 1999/2000, ARTC undertook a fundamental review of
engineering parameters applied to the track on this corridor and
challenged many of the parameters previously applied. By more
careful monitoring and husbandry of the track asset, ARTC was
able to lift the maximum permissible speeds from 80 km/h to
115 km/h over most of the corridor and also increase
permissible axle loads without having to rely on costly
infrastructure improvements.
Combined with operational reviews the outcome was Project 10.5
which reduced the Adelaide to Melbourne transit time for the
Overland passenger train by almost three hours to 10.5 hours,
providing improved marketing focus and better asset utilisation for
the operator. These gains also translated into significant transit
times reductions of over an hour for premium superfreighters on
this corridor. Further gains will be realised on completion of track
re-alignment works at several locations during 2000/01, including
North Geelong, Gheringhap, Murgheboluc and Maroona.
Since ARTC took over the lease and management of the interstate
track in Victoria, the percentage of track under speed restriction
has been reduced from 28% to an all time low of 0.8%.
ARTC also implemented a review of train lengths and maximum
trailing loads on the Adelaide to Melbourne corridor. Trailing
loads have been increased from 3300 tonnes to 5000 tonnes on a
trial basis and a restricted number of 1500 metre trains paths
(previously 1300 metres) were provided in anticipation of the
crossing loop extension program. Operators are expected to fully
exploit these benefits in 2000/01.
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As part of the Commonwealth funded crossing loop extension
program, $6.4 million was spent extending existing loops at
Horsham, Monarto South, Coombe, Wirrega and Coonalpyn to
1500m train length capability. Minor signalling and civil works
carried out at Tottenham, West Footscray and Belair also provided
for greater flexibility in running 1500m trains. Construction of a
new 1500m crossing loop commenced at Laverton (Vic) and a new
loop at Mount Barker (SA) will be completed in 2000/01, subject
to planning approval. These improvements will increase corridor
capacity, utilisation and reliability and align infrastructure with
market requirements for 1500m trains.

A further $2.4 million has been spent on the installation of
resilient track fastenings between Dynon to Newport, North
Geelong to Gheringhap, and at points and crossings between
Newport and Wolseley providing a more stable, less dynamic
track structure and assisting in the raising of track speeds and axle
loads across the corridor.
In 2000/01, ARTC is planning works that will enable 23 tonne axle
load trains to operate at 80 km/h throughout its Victorian
jurisdiction. Between Melbourne and the SA Border these works
include bridge repairs and additional ballast. Other improvements
for the Victorian part of this corridor include radio and data
communications and the implementation of new track and
safeworking arrangements at already identified hotspot locations.
This project is also expected to reduce Melbourne to Adelaide
transit times by a further 30 minutes.
Between the Victorian border and Adelaide, a heavy emphasis will
remain on rail grinding and on works that address poor quality
ballast on the section between Mile End and Callington. In
particular the introduction of the ballast shoulder cleaner will
improve track quality and reliability, whilst sleeper replacement
and drainage improvement in the Long Gully and Ambleside
tunnels, will prevent further degradation.

Operators

Melbourne
Adelaide

had a positive impact on passenger numbers. Australia Southern
Railroad and Freight Australia moved significant tonnages of grain
to the export terminals at Port Adelaide and Portland, respectively,
and AWB Limited constructed a new rapid loading grain receival
facility adjacent to the ARTC main line at Dimboola. The second
National Rail SteelLink service continues to utilise this corridor,
and National Rail also provides regular intermodal services
between Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth.

During 1999/2000 Patrick Rail expanded its intermodal dedicated
shippers service to six return services per week between
Melbourne and Adelaide. Despite the diversion of one of the two
daily National Rail SteelLink services to the Broken Hill corridor,
the expanded Patrick service and increased tonnages through to
Perth from other operators such as Toll Rail and SCT, gross tonnes
on this corridor remained steady. Overland passenger services
were recast to better reflect the needs of the market and to
improve rolling stock utilisation. Early indications are that this has
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Engineering for Growth
Increasing Yield and Reliability

This assists in increasing the capacity of the
rail to carry higher axle loads, prolongs the
life of the rail, impoves the tracking of
vehicles, and reduces rolling stock
maintenance costs. In addition to the rail
rectification program, a program of top-up
rail grinding maintenance is being carried
out across much of the ARTC network.

Since July 1999, ARTC has implemented an
innovative program of relatively low-cost
track upgrading and maintenance strategies
to provide infrastructure that is fit for
purpose in allowing ARTC to achieve its
stated goals and objectives. The main focus
has been to increase the yield of the existing
asset by providing train operators with
improved reliability and increased axle
loadings to Australian Transport Council
(ATC) standards, namely:

Installation of Resilient Track
Fastening Systems
On the Melbourne to Albury corridor and at
selected locations between Melbourne and
Maroona on the Adelaide corridor, resilient
rail fastenings have been installed on timber
sleepers and turnout timbers replacing dog
spikes and rail anchors. The resilient
fastening system provides significant
benefits in increasing the life of
track components.

21 tonne axle loads at 115 km/h
23 tonne axle loads at 80 km/h
This is being achieved through a
maintenance and upgrade program that
concentrates on extending track life and
performance through attention to
five key areas.

The installation of resilient fastenings will
increase the life of formation, ballast and
sleepers in track by 30%, increase rail life
and reduce the frequency of rail rectification
maintenance in the future. This has allowed

Rail Surface Condition
In May 1999, ARTC commenced a $20.5
million Commonwealth and ARTC funded
rail rectification program. The aim of this
program is to extend track life and reduce
maintenance costs. Train operators are
benefiting from increased axle loads and a
reduction in wear and tear on rolling stock.
By bending of the rails and grinding off the
surface defects, the rail rectification process
allows for the removal of impact points
created over time by misaligned welded
joints. After tamping of the track,
continuous grinding of the rail surface is
carried out to remove longitudinal
corrugations and to shape the cross section
of the rail, minimising wheel flange contact
with the rail.

an increase in axle loads and speeds for the
same size track components, and has
reduced the risk of track buckles reducing
the need for the application of heat related
speed restrictions.
Resilient fastenings have so far been
installed on 330 km of track and 30 turnouts
on the leased Victorian network. The
installation of resilient fastenings along with
a gradual timber sleeper replacement cycle
will achieve ATC standards at 20% of the
cost of traditional concrete resleepering.

Sleeper Condition Fit for Purpose
On the Victorian network, some 45,000
new timber sleepers have been installed
between Albury to Melbourne. However
through the use of the resilient fastening
system, a more selective approach to sleeper
replacement has been adopted. Many
sleepers that would have had to be replaced
if dogspikes and rail anchors had remained
in place, have had their life cycle extended
by up to five years.
On the concrete sleepered sections of track
on the Kalgoorlie corridor, replacement of
derailment damaged sleepers inherited from
the previous administration has continued,
allowing for the lifting of many long-term
speed restrictions.

Ballast Condition and Profiles
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Over several sections of its network, ARTC
has inherited ballast formation in poor
condition which was in need of rectification
work in order to permit track infrastructure
to meet the ATC standards. Fouled ballast
prevents water draining from the track, and
the resultant wet formations are incapable of
supporting the higher axle loads and traffic
levels required by the marketplace.
Traditional methods of undercutting,
sledding and full profile ballast cleaning
were investigated, but were deemed to be
cost prohibitive. The use of a shoulder
ballast cleaning machine, common in North

America, was investigated and found to
achieve the same benefits as traditional
methods of ballast cleaning at 15% of
the cost.
This is the first use of a large-scale shoulder
ballast cleaner in Australia, and operation
commenced between North Geelong and
Wolseley in February 2000. In total, some
$5 million will be spent on shoulder ballast
cleaning and associated support works.

Formation Drainage
Associated with the shoulder ballast
cleaning a comprehensive suite of drainage
works has been implemented, providing an
integrated drainage network ensuring that
all storm water and run off is kept clear of
the rail track structure and formation.
This is achieved through several measures,
including:
The installation of new and larger
storm water drains to remove
water from the railway reserve.
Digging out of any residual
mudholes that fail to drain after
shoulder cleaning.
Providing formation cut off drains
allowing trapped water to drain
from the formation.
Providing new and cleaning out
cess drains in cuttings.
Attention to drainage at track
interfaces with embankments and
cuttings.
Drainage works have been completed
between North Geelong and Maroona on
the Western line in Victoria and have
commenced on the Albury corridor to be
completed during 2000/01. Other minor
works are also being undertaken between
Adelaide and Murray Bridge and Port
Augusta and Tarcoola.

Network Management
and Safety

Operational Interfaces

Risk Management

Steps have been taken to increase cooperation and working
relationships with other track access authorities providing
interfaces with the ARTC network through a pro-active approach
to corridor management. Principally these are with Rail Access
Corporation at Broken Hill and Albury and with Westrail at
Kalgoorlie. Increased cooperation between planning and train
control sections of the respective track authorities will contribute
to transit time improvements, reliability of services traversing
network boundaries and enhanced ability to meet train operators’
needs. It will also assist in minimisation of the impacts on train
running of Daylight Saving and special events such as the
Olympics.

ARTC has reviewed its safety management system and procedures
by reference to AS4292 (Railway Safety Management standard)
and AS/NZS 4360 (Risk Management standard) and implemented
a change management process involving project management
protocols and hazard analysis tools. Risks are analysed by
reference to likelihood, exposure and consequence and treatment
options compared with industry best practice by reference to costs
and benefits.

Appleton Dock Terminal Management
As a result of improved infrastructure in the Appleton Dock
(Melbourne) area, ARTC successfully tendered for the train
management, maintenance and safety functions relating to the
Appleton Dock Rail Terminal from Melbourne Ports Corporation,
assuming control of these functions in June 2000. This will
facilitate the smooth movement of trains to and from the Port
through to the interstate standard gauge network.

Train Control
A comprehensive training program for train controllers continued
throughout 1999/2000 to provide improved flexibility and skills
across all safeworking environments. An ongoing program of skill
and competency training and development is being undertaken to
improve the quality of ARTC service.

National Code of Practice
ARTC participated in the Industry Reference Group (IRG) and on
the various drafting sub-committees in the preparation of draft
Codes of Practice for the rail industry for Safe-working operations,
Rollingstock and Infrastructure Management. Responsibility has
now passed to the Australian Rail Operations Unit (AROU)
within the Commonwealth Department of Transport and
Regional Services.
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The AROU has now been established to oversee implementation
of the Codes nationally. Following industry comment on the final
draft of the Safe-working operations Code, the National Code of
Practice is due for issue in mid-September 2000. ARTC intends to
implement the Code as soon as possible across all ARTC territory
to further national operational uniformity. Customer, regulatory &
supplier consultation will be a major component of the full rollout
in 2001.

Incident prevention within ARTC territory is based around our
incident management plan, TA44, which is incorporated into
ARTC Code of Practice with which all suppliers, customers and
others seeking access to our territory must comply. TA44 sets out
the procedure for running mock incidents, for managing actual
incident sites in conjunction with emergency services
organisations and for investigating and acting on incident root
causes to prevent recurrence.

RAMS
ARTC has continued to develop its PC-based Rail Access
Management System (RAMS) which is now in use with Westrail,
Freight Australia, Tasrail and QR (interstate network only). The
system provides a comprehensive train information and integrated
enquiry system for all trains operating across the ARTC network.
Train operators can access vital data concerning their services (but
not of other operators) by direct dial-in. The system provides;
details of train consists, including length, weight and
configuration, train notices;speed restriction advices; details of
operator and infrastructure related delays; and data for billing
purposes. Further development of RAMS in 2000/01 will see the
system upgraded to accommodate electronic data exchange,
including trainload consist data, with customers and suppliers via
the internet.

Systems for the Future
Wheel Impact and Load Detection
System (WILD)
Train derailments are a major cost to the
industry in direct terms, and indirectly
through the impact upon reliability. Many
of these incidents relate to wheel defects
and vehicle tracking abnormalities, wheel
defects especially leading to bearing
problems and failure.
In June 2000, ARTC called for expressions
of interest for the supply and installation of
three Wheel Impact and Load Detection
(WILD) systems. The new systems will
incorporate lateral and vertical force
monitoring to detect wheel loadings, wheel
flats and serious vehicle tracking
abnormalities. ARTC also has an interest in
future incorporation of systems for the
monitoring of the angle of attack of the
wheel to rail, wheel profile condition and
wheel bearing condition. ARTC believes
that WILD systems can help avoid or
minimise many incidents relating to wheels
and bearings.
WILD is a fully integrated train monitoring
early warning system that will provide
wheel condition monitoring, in-motion
weighing, monitoring of lateral impacts and
real time internet based reporting.
Units will be located at Parkeston on the
Adelaide to Kalgoorlie corridor, and at Lara
on the Adelaide to Melbourne corridor. The
location of a third unit will be determined at
a later date. The benefits of introducing this
technology will lead to reductions in
damage to track and rolling stock, damage
and loss of freight, disruption to schedules
and insurance costs.

Acoustic Bearing Detector
In-service failures of rolling stock axle
bearings are a major cause of derailments,
with a consequent cost burden imposed
upon the industry. ARTC has continued
development work on a reliable acoustic-

based system for the detection of
abnormalities within these bearings.
Commissioning of a trackside acoustic
monitoring systems is planned for
January 2001.
Many, though not all, of such failures can be
detected in advance through the monitoring
of the variable sound signatures they emit as
a train passes a specific location. The work
has involved the development of
appropriate software and a signature
database to monitor and recognise the
various defect signatures. The installation of
the trackside Acoustic Bearing Detector is
seen as a pro-active measure to identify
bearing defects in advance, thereby
reducing the frequency of derailments
If a defect is identified as a train passes the
trackside monitor, the information is
transmitted to the ARTC Control Centre, or
individual train operators, indicating the
severity of the defect and its position on
the train.
Future development of this and other
detection systems will aim to maximise
technological advances and move to a
composite enquiry based
monitoring system.

Safeworking
ARTC has carried out a review of its safeworking systems to determine the cost to
ARTC of continuing to operate the existing
systems and the extent to which the existing
systems inhibit reliability and growth. The
review also provided a time horizon for
replenishment and improvement of existing
systems.
ARTC is examining options to update its
current safe-working systems. Potential
suppliers of safe-working systems
technology and equipment will be provided
with an information pack in September
2000. Following an evaluation and

consultative period it is anticipated that
ARTC will be in a position to make an
appropriate decision early in 2001.

With this in mind, a Strategic IT Planning
process has been initiated to take into
account the corporation’s current and future
business objectives and to determine the
most appropriate IT systems and
applications to satisfy its future needs and
objectives. As part of the IT review,
appropriate consideration will be given to
the work going on in parallel to consider
ARTC’s options for the replenishment of its
safe-working systems. The opportunities for
either a shared IT platform for both business
and safeworking requirements, or for a
discrete IT platform with the capability to
transparently exchange data with the
corporation’s business applications, will be
analysed in the process.

It is envisaged that the ideal new generation
safe-working model to be adopted will
enhance both the safety and capacity of the
ARTC network. It will also be required to be
scalable and flexible and with the vibrancy
to enable trains to operate at safe braking
distance intervals.
ARTC is especially concerned to encourage
suppliers to propose communications based
technical solutions that employ ‘open
systems’ architecture. The intention is to
enhance interconnectivity and
interoperability of safeworking technology
across the network and remove, where
practicable, dependence upon a proprietary
supplier for components of the system.
ARTC is keen to solicit proposals from both
traditional and non-traditional railway
control system suppliers and to encourage
innovative application of appropriate
technologies that have been proven in other
industrial applications. Any such system will
need to be supported by a robust, reliable
communications backbone and be reliant on
minimal field based infrastructure.

IT Strategic Review
The corporation is aware that the nature of
business in today’s modern society is
constantly changing. While its current
information technology platform has been
found to be both robust and effective, the
traditional way in which business to business
relationships are transacted is undergoing a
major cultural change.
Management recognises that internal and
external business dynamics and
productivities have changed as a result of
evolving business trends and supporting
technologies. The corporation is eager to
take full advantage of this evolution.
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Adelaide
Kalgoorlie

Adelaide to Parkeston
Major capital works on this corridor in 1999/2000 were
instrumental in achieving ARTC’s stated objective of reducing
transit times between Adelaide and Perth for superfreighters by
2.5 hours and allowed for greater flexibility in the running of
1800m maximum length trains. In addition these projects resulted
in higher average speeds, significantly improved corridor
reliability and offer the potential for fuel savings by operators.
The main projects completed on this corridor in 1999/2000 were:
The $6.0 million ARTC funded project to install new
self-restoring switches at 42 locations between Port
Augusta and Kalgoorlie, substantially reducing transit
times and bringing greater reliability to operations over
this corridor.
Elimination of long term speed restrictions at several
pre-existing track damaged sites as a result of a $5.5
million rehabilitation program, ensuring transit time and
corridor reliability.
A joint ARTC/ Commonwealth funded $6.9 million
project for the extension of crossing loops to
accommodate 1800m length trains and for the
replacement of selected timber sleepered turnouts with
new high-speed turnouts with concrete bearers.
Additional Commonwealth funds of up to $6.0 million are being
spent on system continuity improvements on the east-west
corridor to improve operational flexibility in the Adelaide
metropolitan area and at Port Augusta. A new rapid loading grain
facility at Snowtown in SA’s Mid North will be connected to the
ARTC main line in the second half of 2000, and is likely to attract
a greater share of the harvest.
The benefits for train operators include improved crossing
opportunities for maximum length trains, increased corridor
capacity and greater flexibility for network managers in dealing
with unforeseen events. Operators will benefit from improved
corridor reliability and lower costs through service consolidation
and increased payloads per train. The ability to operate 1800m
trains, west to east as well as east to west, will also enable
operators to gain improvements in asset utilisation.
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The existing Self-Restoring Switch System (SRS) suffered from
continuing high maintenance costs and a permanent speed
restriction of 70 km/h imposed across the turnouts on the
mainline. The replacement with an upgraded system at 42

locations between Port Augusta and Kalgoorlie will enable the
raising of track speed over switches from 70 km/h to 110 km/h
(later 115 km/h). Savings from elimination of the need for
deceleration/ acceleration on the main line through crossing loops
is a major factor in the delivery of the significant reductions in
transit times on the east-west corridor.
Major works planned for the longest corridor managed by ARTC
will build on the foundations laid during 1999/2000. Grinding the
rail to the desired profile will prolong rail life and reduce
operators’ cost. The continued installation of concrete bearer
turnouts will improve switch and light enhancer indication
reliability in the remote areas.
Other major works include, shoulder ballast cleaning between
Port Augusta and Tarcoola which will remove existing mudholes
and reduce the emergence of new mudholes (maintain current
reliability), rerailing of 12 kilometres of curve worn rail in the
Barton Sandhills, and bridge improvements.
Funds have been allocated to implement the findings of a track
speed audit that is currently in progress, early indications from the
study are that significant transit time savings can be made by
improving the geometry of curves in the Barton Sandhills, and the
removal of other speed restrictions.

Operators
Rail retains its strong market share on this corridor, peaking at
75.1% in the westbound direction during June 2000. This is
considered to be the highest rail market share in the world for any
comparable general land freight corridor. Estimates by WA
Transport indicate that the economic benefit of competition on
the east-west rail corridor to the West Australian economy is in
the order of $60 million per annum.
Three operators provide through freight services on this corridor
principally on the Melbourne – Adelaide – Perth axis.
National Rail provides regular intermodal services, Trailerail and
SteelLink services, while Toll Rail provides a thrice-weekly
Melbourne to Perth intermodal service. Double-stacking of
containers is a regular feature of both operators’ intermodal

Adelaide
Kalgoorlie

services. SCT provides a twice-weekly van service for the general
freight market linking its newly constructed warehousing facilities
at Laverton (Vic) and Forrestfield (WA). It also continues to
expand its refrigerated van services on these trains.
Great Southern Railway’s two return Ghan services to Alice
Springs utilise the Adelaide to Tarcoola section of this corridor in
addition to its twice-weekly Indian Pacific services on the main
corridor. South of Port Pirie, Australia Southern Railroad operates
bulk trainload services on behalf of the export grain industry and
also operates mineral trains from Loongana and Rawlinna
into Kalgoorlie.
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Corridor Improvements

Operators

ARTC has responded to the increase in traffic on this corridor and
the need to cross longer trains, by moving to extend the Yunta
crossing loop to accept 1800m trains, which also meets the ATC
standards for train lengths.

National Rail remains the predominant operator on this corridor.
During the year it re-routed its Whyalla to Newcastle SteelLink
services away from the Adelaide to Melbourne corridor. It
operates regular Sydney to Perth intermodal services over this
corridor and also introduced a second weekly Sydney to Perth
return Trailerail service during the period under review.
Intermediate traffic in the form of zinc and lead ores from Broken
Hill to Port Pirie are railed over this corridor by National Rail on
behalf of Pasminco, and Australia Southern Railroad hauls grain
from several sites west of Yongala to the export terminal at Port
Adelaide. In 1999 Great Southern Railway introduced a weekly
Ghan service between Sydney and Alice Springs (via Adelaide),
complementing their existing twice-weekly Sydney to Perth
Indian Pacific service.

Bridge inspections were carried out during 1999/2000, with
recommendations that minor repairs to three bridges on the
corridor were required, and these will be carried out during
2000/01.
A detailed hydrological assessment of all waterways on this
corridor, including aerial mapping, is being undertaken to
determine the capacity of existing drainage. Future drainage works
to be undertaken will reflect the outcomes of this assessment.
The option to relay signal aspects to the Train Control Centre is
being considered as a method of enhancing the reliability of the
existing signalling system.
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